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About This Game

Going Up is a fast-paced science-fiction sword fighting game. Fight endless waves of enemies in a totally doomed quest to reach
the end (and a less doomed quest to reach the high score board).

Features:

 Endless waves

 Multiple kinds of evil robots

 Wield a bolt of lightning, a flaming sword, or a line of pixels! In VR!

 Boss battle

 Probably not going to shoot your dog (but it is Early Access)

Planned features:

 More enemy types
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 More boss battles

 More stage variety
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Title: Going Up
Genre: Action, Early Access
Developer:
Conrad Nelson
Publisher:
Conrad Nelson
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer.

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD FX 8350 or greater.

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 or better.

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires an HTC Vive

English
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i'm trying to use playclaw but whenever i launch it it dissapears and i dont know what to do and i dont even touch anything it
might be my computer but i just need this to work its also kind of complicated i still recommend it though. A simple game
(early access); and very rogue-like for those who played rogue back in the 80's. Worth playing.

In short - I really like it; but have only made it to the 1st boss a few times (I do not game often). It is harder at first, but if you
plan to die and test how things work, it makes later runs easier.

General discription - Pick up items, use sword and\/or wand to slay enemies. The enemies are not bright, but it works.

The real bonus to this game is the game development. On the first weekend release, players left the developers comments and
they were implimented by the end of the weekend. I have left a long list which included far fututre suggestions - these were all
implemented in 1 week. I will not hold the developer to that short of time line; but most other games when I and the community
leave comments on critial errors; they go unattended for a year+, or ignored. So thank you to the developers for listening and
responding quickly to improve the game (I.E. Caring about players, their ideass, and the gtame itself).. I spent far too many
hours in the demo, worried if an adult should buy a kitten game aimed at toddlers. Just do it. I’m in my 40s and love it as a game
to just chill in. Not only is it pretty, but there are seasons and day and night cycles. Your kitten posse that you gather with each
rescue even helps out, though I’m not sure if it’s on purpose. But you can bounce off them to execute a super double jump,
results will vary.

Some of the fish are a challenge to jump to for a game aimed at wee ones, but they have to learn platforming sometime. In the
full game there are plenty of places to explore and things to do. Honestly tripping humans and knocking things off tables never
gets old. You can also take a break to “paint”, visit space, or hit the beach. As it’s an all around labor of love, it got my vote for
the upcoming awards. Best of luck to the dev, it’s amazing to see how far this game has come.

As for kids? It’s rare anymore to see a game with no violence so they’d be fine and if they keep at it they will learn platforming
basics such as jumping, and having to try repeatedly to master tricky jumps. There are also hidden areas to find on the maps,
and tricky fish to puzzle out the way to, all skills future gamers need. There is no punishment for failing a jump or missing
kittens, so it’s a good game to start out on.. I really wanted to like it, the music and art is top notch, but the story elements are not
randomized enough; on 4 different playthroughs only two different stories were told, not enough to justify the $10 price tag,
imho.. It's not a rip off of Tropico. It's a rip off of Dictator on the ZX Spectrum.

Which would be great. I've wanted a new version of Dictator for years. As a cheap text game, it would be fun.

Sadly, Sim Junta has less random events, a worse UI and is generally less fun than Dictator.

When you're outclassed by the 1983 8 Bit game you're based on, something has gone badly wrong.. 3minutes total time to finish
the campaign? Really? But then you have the option to play the survival mode which is there to try to make this look like an
actual game.
Why would someone publish that? Just stay away for your own sake.. I can go at my own speed. not too hard,but keeps me
interested.. Just another puzzlegame / math game.
Hard to do anything wrong.
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Meh. worth two bucks if you're really bored. I certainly was.. this needs to stay in early access for much, much longer. This
route is fairly good, but it has some low frame rates when traveling at high speeds. Recommend you buy the CRH380A along
with this pack since it can reach the top speeds allowed on this route. Also, there are no scenarios for this route in the
CRH380D.

Pros:
-good for going at 350 km\/h
-does not need to download asset packs. The Just Trains version requires asset packs, but this downloads it together.
-nice detailed cabs
-stations are detailed
-good AI traffic. When I drive the CRH380A, the AI includes CRH380A's

Cons:
-Low frame rate
-no speedometer in the passenger mode (the real one has a display that shows speed)
-objects sometimes pop out when traveling fast
-no CRH symbol on CRH1A, CRH1E
-emergency stops may be annoying if you just want to go fast

Overall, this product is a 9\\10. Strongly recommend with the CRH380A.. If you are on the fence about getting this game, I
cannot recommend it highly enough. Tons of replay value and the developer is always adding FREE content to the game.. Good
afternoon I bought this game and there is a problem when you start playing Do not use the hand of your pc and xbox but Hatta if
I am using the keyboard Please fix bugs and make the game work, however xbox. Simple and relaxing puzzle. This game is
unplayable there are so many tech bugs I dont know where to start. My 1.8 hrs on record has not been playing the game it has
been looking at a frozen screen just before it loads a track up. no support from the dev team can not belive i waisted 39.99 on
this game.. A Really Bad Rust Clone. Don't waste money on this!. I am unable to recommend this game. I purchased it, played a
few hours and then refunded. It is extremely laggy, the click functionality is extremely slow and you often have to click again
and again. The entire new design of the game just didnt work for me and I love all the Game House stories. Such a pity because
I was so excited to play.
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